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An Asymptotic Minimax Analysis of Nonlocal Means on Edges 
by 
Manjari Narayan 
This thesis analyzes the non-local means denoising algorithm using the criterion of 
minimax optimality from statistical decision theory. We show that nonlocal means is 
minimax suboptimal on images with smooth discontinuities [1] with a rate of conver-
gence of O(n-1) comparable to that of wavelet thresholding. The suboptimality is a 
consequence of the isotropic nature of the algorithm, and its inability to adapt to the 
smoothness of the discontinuity. However, all is not lost for nonlocal methods. We 
also propose an anisotropic nonlocal means algorithm [2] that can attain the optimal 
rate of O(n-413) as well as deliver superior denoising performance using image gradi-
ents on synthetic and empirical images, respectively. Nonlocal means is an instance of 
exemplar based image processing methods. This result broadly implies that exemplar 
methods that respect anisotropy can yield superior performance in estimating edges 
in both theory and practice. 
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Nature loves to hide 
-HERACLITUS 
1.1 A Brief History of Denoising 
Denoising has had a long and varied history in the image processing community. 
Since the work of Marr [3, 4], we know that visual human perception is sensitive to 
the presence of boundaries and edges, and thus, edges have been acknowledged as a 
vital component of images. An important criteria in assessing any image denoising 
algorithm has therefore been its ability to preserve edges. The fundamental challenge 
posed by denoising algorithms is that their goal of eliminating noise from an image 
conflicts with need to preserve useful information in the image. Early denoising algo-
rithms such as linear filtering, assumed that noise was a high frequency component 
that needed to be filtered out. However, edges and fine textures also constitute high 
frequency content and they are often eliminated with the noise. This has long moti-
vated denoising algorithms to separate noise from relevant high frequency information 
more effectively. While state of the art algorithms such as denoising using mixtures of 
Gaussians to model wavelet coefficients [5] and more recently the BM3D algorithm, 
based on 3D sparse transforms and nonlocal means filtering [6], have made signifi-
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cant strides in this area, edge preservation continues to be the holy grail of image 
estimation algorithms. 
1.1.1 Denoising via Shrinkage 
Some of the most successful image denoising methods to date have been wavelet 
thresholding and shrinkage of other transforms such as wedgelets and curvelets [7-
10]. When a dictionary or orthogonal basis represents an image efficiently, most 
of the energy of the image signal is located in a few transform coefficients. The 
rest of the zero or nearly zero transform coefficients can be dismissed as noise and 
thresholded away. One of the disadvantages of these methods is that thus far no known 
dictionary can efficiently represents all image features. Curvelets, for example, are 
optimal representations for edges but are not effective for representing textures. The 
search still continues for a denoising algorithm that is effectively preserves diverse 
image content. 
1.1.2 Denoising via Neighborhood filters 
Another widely adopted approach to denoising is neigbhorhood filtering [11, 12]. Here 
a noisy estimate is replaced by a weighted average of neighboring pixels in the image. 
The most well known of them, the bilateral filter, chooses weights that are inversely 
proportional to differences in pixel intensities and pixel locations. The assumption 
that if two noisy pixels are close to each other radiometrically and spatially, then 
their true pixel intensities must likewise be close as well, is often violated due to the 
presence of noise. As a result the bilateral filter suffers from blurry edges. 
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1.2 Exemplar Methods 
The past decade has seen the rise of patch based or exemplar methods in image 
processing. Inpainting [13, 14] and texture synthesis [15] have been performed using 
examples or patches from within the image rather than using orthogonal bases or 
dictionaries. The nonlocal means denoising algorithm is another patch based method 
where noisy pixels are denoised using information from similar image patches else-
where in the image. As simple as this denoising method sounds, the idea of leveraging 
similarity of image patches has been widely adopted to solve many image process-
ing problems including inpainting, super-resolution, and other restoration problems. 
Peyre [16-18] and Protter, et al. [19] have incorporated nonlocal means inspired con-
straints in their algorithms, but have also pointed out the lack of theoretical clarity 
on why nonlocal means works. While we understand a great deal about the best 
orthogonal bases and dictionaries necessary for approximation and estimation of im-
ages, the fundamental limits of performance of exemplar based methods is relatively 
unknown, particularly on edges. 
How well do exemplar based denoising methods perform compared to shrinkage 
on various transforms? We believe asymptotic minimax analysis is the best tool 
available to answer this question and that nonlocal means is an ideal representative 
of exemplar methods to analyze, given its widespread adoption. While our ultimate 
goal is to identify whether nonlocal means is optimal on smooth regions, textures and 
edges; in this thesis we make edge analysis our main focus. We first introduce basic 
concepts and the nonlocal means algorithm in Chapter 2. The results that follow 
have been adapted from [1, 2] and is the culmination of joint work with Arian Maleki 
and Richard Baraniuk. In Chapter 3 we derive minimax bounds for the nonlocal 
means algorithm and demonstrate that it is only as good as shrinkage on wavelets. 
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In Chapter 4 we prove theoretically, that anisotropy can put nonlocal means on the 
road to minimax optimality. Finally, in Chapter 5 we demonstrate that an anisotropic 
variant of nonlocal means outperforms the regular nonlocal means algorithm on edges, 
precisely because it adapts to edges. 
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Chapter 2 
A Review of Image Estimation 
There is an innate risk in computing because to compute is to sample, and one then enters 
the domain of statistics with all its uncertainties. 
-RICHARD W. HAMMING 
Consider the following discrete image denoising model where the true pixels of 
an image located at i, j E { 1, 2, ... , n} with intensities Xij, have been corrupted 
independently and identically at each pixel by Gaussian noise Zij "'N(O, a 2). The 
noisy observations of the image are given by 
Yii = Xij + Zij V i, j E {1, 2, ... , n} (2.1) 
Denoising solves the problem estimating the true values of the image Xij from the noisy 
observations Yii. We shall refer to such estimates as Xij. In chapter 3, we arrive at the 
discrete image model in 2.1 by considering each image pixel Xij to be the projection of 
the true image function f over the pixel basis Iii given by [i·;/, ~] x [~,~]and covers 
the domain of the image function [0, 1] x [0, 1]. We subsequently use an alternate noise 
model in chapter 4, where the value of image pixel Xij, given by f(~ + u11 ~ + u2), 
is obtained by taking samples of the function f at uniformly random shifts u 11 u2 , 
within an interval [0, ~]over the pixel domain. This is also known as the jittered grid 
noise model in [20, 21], where the authors provide minimax analysis of methods under 
different noise models. Intuitively, it is fair to compare results obtained over both 
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these image models as the average of the function f over the region Iii is intuitively 
equivalent to expectation of the the function f sampled at uniformly at random within 
the interval (~ + U1, ~ + u2 ). The reason for using such irregular grids for sampling 
will become apparent over the next few sections, suffice to say that such a sampling 
scheme is necessary for effective estimation of edges. 
2.1 The Minimax Principle 
When a function can be described parametrically, such as a sine wave whose frequency 
w provides a parametric description, estimating such a function from noisy observa-
tions, reduces to estimating the parameter that best describes the function. The best 
estimator j can be found by minimizing the MSE and other parametric estimation 
methods [22]. However images are high dimensional objects where parametric meth-
ods are best avoided. Instead, we prefer to use general classes of functions to describe 
images so that we can study them using general assumptions such as smoothness or 
regularity. 
In order to analyze estimators of images, where edges are the main feature of 
interest, we first introduce the Horizon class of functions, before proceeding to key 
results regarding minimax optimal estimators on such function classes. 
2.1.1 Horizon Image Model 
A well studied model for images with edges is to consider them as smooth discon-
tinuities piecewise smooth or constant backgrounds was first proposed by Tsybakov 
and has been extensively used subsequently by Donoho and others. We formally call 
this the Horizon Image Model Let Holder0 (C) be the class of Holder functions on 1R, 
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Figure 2.1: A piecewise constant image where the edge is given by a Horizon function 
defined as follows: hE HolderOI.(C) if and only if 
lh(k)(tl)- h(k)(t~)l ~ Cltl- t~IOI.-k, 
where k = La J. For a one-dimensional function h, we define fh : [0, 1 ]2 ~ lR as 
!h(tb t2) = l{t2 <h(t1)}l where lo denotes the indicator function. Based on this map-
ping, we define the Horizon class of functions as 
(2.2) 
where a is the smoothness of the edge contour. Figure 2.1 plots a representative 
function from this class. 
2.1.2 Minimax Risk 
How then do we find the best possible estimator j for a general class of functions 
where we can no longer optimize over the parameter(s) describing the function ? 
Minimax optimality is widely accepted a powerful notion from decision theory to 
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analyze nonparametric estimation methods. We redefine the risk function for some 
general function f and an estimator j as 
(2.3) 
Alternatively, 
where the first and second terms correspond to the bias and variance of the estimator 
j, respectively. 
Let f belong to a class of functions F, e.g., a class of edge-like images that 
represent edges with different shapes and orientations. The risk defined in (2.3) 
depends on the specific choice of f. We define the maximal risk of an estimator j on 
the class F as the risk of the worst-case signal, i.e., 
Rn(F, ]) =sup Rn(f, ]). 
/EF 
The minimax risk over functions in F is then defined as the risk of the best possible 
estimator, i.e., 
R~(F) = iJ!f sup Rn(f, ]). 
I /EF 
To be precise, we are interested in the asymptotic minimax risk, lim infn-too Rn(F). 
This enables us to derive both the theoretically optimal rate of convergence for a given 
function class as well as compare the rates of convergence of different estimators. Any 
two estimators with the same convergence rate are therefore considered equivalent in 
terms of performance. While solving for the exact minimax risk of an estimator is 
often an intractable problem, the asymptotic rate can often be established through 
upper and lower bounds. Any two sequences¢~, '1/J~ that are defined within a constant 
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of each other are equivalent when 
Therefore asymptotic minimax upper and lower bounds are considered equivalent 
when they differ within a constant factor. Also note that given a minimax optimal 
estimator that converges at the asymptotic rate '1/J~ and any other estimator that 
converges at the rate, '1/J~; if the upper bound '1/J~ :::; '1/J~ is satisfied, then the estimator 
with the rate '1/J~ will also be minimax optimal. We shall take advantage of the above 
insights from [21] in subsequent chapters 3 and 4. 
2.1.3 Minimax Optimal Estimators 
The minimax rate of convergence on the Horizon class of functions is dependent on 
the smoothness of the discontinuity in the function class. The following theorem, 
proved by Korostolev and Tsybakov in [21], specifies the minimax risk of the class 
of all measurable estimators on no. (C). The result ensures that no estimator can 
-20< 
converge faster than the given rate of n<>+I on the Horizon class. For a:= 2, the best 
possible minimax risk is O(n-413 ). Moreover, this minimax rate is only achievable 
using irregular grid noise models, we introduced earlier. A fixed sampling grid, would 
restrict the minimax rate for edge estimation to that of the sampling scheme O(n-1 ). 
Theorem. (Minimax Risk for Horizon Functions) [21] For a:~ 1, the mini-
max risk of the class H 0 (C) is 
(2.5) 
Minimax results are available for many transform coding based denoising methods. 
Donoho and Johnstone [23] [7] have shown that wavelet thresholding has a rate of 
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0 ( n -l). Wavelet based methods are unable to efficiently represent two-dimensional 
discontinuities such as those found in H 0 (C). However, subsequent work showed that 
other dictionaries such as wedgelets and curvelets [9, 10] are better suited to represent 
edges parsimoniously. Many other minimax optimal representations have succeeded 
curvelets as well. However there has only been a limited understanding of how non-
transform based methods perform in the minimax sense. Arias-Castro and Donoho 
[24] validated the conventional wisdom that median filtering was superior to linear 
filtering using minimax analysis in low noise conditions. Bilateral filtering [12] is also 
minimax suboptimal on the Horizon class with a rate of O(n-213 ), no better than 
linear filtering. The recent popularity of nonlocal means, motivates us to perform a 
similar analysis. 
2.2 Non-Local Means (NLM) 
Buades, et al. introduced the nonlocal means algorithm [25] where a noisy estimate 
at ( i, j) is replaced by a weighted average of pixels in the image. NLM fundamentally 
broke with its predecessor the bilateral filter, by using weights obtained in the space 
of image patches rather than image pixels. In NLM the weight associated with a 
pixel in the averaging operation is inversely proportional to the similarity between 
the neighborhood of the reference pixel and the one included in the averaging. Thus, 
the algorithm has no restriction that averaged pixels be radiometrically close to each 
other, they can be located anywhere in the image so long as the neighborhood resem-
bles that of the reference pixel. Hence the descriptor non-local. 
f~ . . _ L::(m,i)ES Wi,j ( m, f.)Ym,i 
l,J- ' 
L::(m,i)ES Wi,j ( m, f.) (2.6) 
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where S = {1,2, ... ,n} x {1,2, ... ,n} and wi,i(m,.e) is set according to the 6n-
neighborhood distance between Yi,j and Ym,l· For simplicity, since the reference pixel 
(i, j) and the algorithm are obvious from the context, we use Wm,l instead of wi,i(m, f). 
The weights can be chosen according to a piecewise constant thresholding function 
or an exponential thresholding function, such as exp d2(Yit:lm,t), which depend on the 
dissimilarity of the neighborhoods around ( i, j) and ( m, l). For an image neighbor-
hood of radius 6, the neighborhood distance, d6(Yi,j, Ym,l), between two observations 
is defined as 
d~(Yi,i, Ym,l) 
1 6 6 
(26 + 1)2 L L IYi+n,j+p- Ym+n,l+pl 2 
n=-6p=-6 
(2.7) 
It is straightforward to verify that E(4JYi,j, Ym,£)) = 4Jxi,j, Xm,l) + 2a2 , which 
suggests the following simplication for setting the weights in our analysis, hereto-
forth. We know from [1, 25] that the choice of soft or hard thresholding functions for 
the weights, does not alter the effectiveness of the algorithm either in theory or in 
practice. 




where t is the threshold parameter. 
The primary advantages of the nonlocal means algorithm has been its surprising 
simplicity, yet competitive performance on diverse image features, particularly edges 
as well as fine textures. Two important attributes of the nonlocal means estimator, 
established by Buades, et al., have been the low method noise of the algorithm relative 
to most contemporary denoising algorithms, as well as its ability to convert noise to 
noise. The method noise measures the any structured image data that has been 
discarded as noise, while the ability to convert noise to noise ensures that non local 
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means does not significantly add irrelevant structure to the image in the process 
of denoising. We hope that minimax analysis of nonlocal means will complement 
these relevant empirical attributes of the algorithm from a theoretical perspective 




Suboptimality of Nonlocal Means 
The epistemological value of the theory of probability is revealed only by its limit theorems 
-GNEDENKO AND KOLMOGOROV 
Our desideratum is the asymptotic rate of convergence of the nonlocal means 
algorithm. This will enable us to determine how nonlocal means fares relative to other 
estimators on edges. While it is often impossible to find the exact minimax estimator, 
it is generally possible to find asymptotic bounds on the minimax estimator. This 
chapter presents joint work with Maleki and Baraniuk [1], on the asymptotic minimax 
upper and lower bounds of the nonlocal means estimator. We will show that the 
upper bound on the maximal risk of NLM is at best O(n-1 ), given certain choices in 
parameters over all functions in the horizon class. Subsequently, we will show that 
the lower bound of the maximal risk is no worse than 8 ( n - 1) over the Horizon class, 
given any choice in the parameters of the algorithm. Appendix A contains detailed 
lemmas and proofs. 
3.1 Oracle Algorithms 
The notion of an oracle can simplify the analysis of estimation methods. An oracle 
gives us the best possible estimate of the unknown signal f assuming access to some 
typically unknown quantity w. The oracle estimate is therefore better than any 
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estimator in practice. Formally the oracle f~· minimizes the maximal risk over the 
class of estimators based on estimates w. 
In the case of NLM, consider an oracle estimator that chooses optimal set of weights 
w* based on its access to noise-free weights w, while the real NLM algorithm uses 
data-driven methods to estimate the weights w. Any bounds on the performance of 
the oracle would therefore apply to the performance of NLM as well . This relationship 
can be formalized in the following way 
(3.1) 
Intuitively, since the oracle estimator contains some knowledge of the true pixels, its 
lower bound must be smaller than the lower bound of the practical NLM algorithm. 
Therefore, we shall take advantage of an oracle to find a lower bound on the NLM 
risk. Before we proceed to define the oracle algorithm, recall the definition of the 8n-
neighborhood distance d5n (Yi,j, Ym,l) between two observed neighbhorhoods, defined 
as, 
where p~ = (28n + 1)2 - 1. 
We make a small modification above to the usual NLM algorithm of [25], by 
removing the center element, IYi,j - Yn,pl 2 , from the neighborhood similarity measure. 
This enables the weights chosen at different pixel locations to be uncorrelated and 
hence easier to analyze. Since our analysis is primarily asymptotic in nature, i.e. 
8n ---+ oo as n ---+ oo, the effect of this removal is negligible on the asymptotic rates. 
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3.1.1 Oracle NLM 
Consider a full oracle NLM (FNLM) that has access to lE(d~JYi,j, Ym,i)) in setting 
the weights Wm,l in (2.6) and thus sets them using the noise-free values of the pixels, 





In contrast to the full oracle, a semi-oracle NLM (SNLM) differs much less from 
the standard NLM by using the following neighborhood distance with partially noise-
free pixel values, 
(3.3) 
where the weights in (2.6) are set according to 





Unlike FNLM, SNLM assumes that we only have a noise-free estimates of neighbor-
hood of pixel ( i, j), while retaining noisy estimates of the neighborhoods at ( m, f.) . 
Therefore, the distances calculated in the SNLM are more accurate than the stan-
dard NLM, but a less accurate and more realistic choice relative to the full oracle. 
In the rest of the chapter, we will use jN and ] 8, to denote the NLM and SNLM 
estimators, respectively. In next section 3.2 we proceed to obtain an upper bound 
on the minimax risk. Subsequently in section 3.3we shall find a tight bound on the 
minimax risk using the oracle. 
3.2 Minimax Upper Bound 
Our first theorem establishes an upper bound on the risk of NLM. 
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Figure 3.1 : NLM Neighborhoods on a Horizon image. The b"n-neighborhood of pixel 
( ia , Ja) E S4 does not intersect the edge, while the b"n-neighborhood of ( ib, ]b) E S3 
intersects with the edge. 
Theorem 3.1. FixE > 0 and consider NLM denoising with b"n 
t - 20'2 n- -r-. 
log2 n 
The risk of this algorithm over the class Ha( C) is 
sup R(f, jN) = 0 (log~+€ n) . 
fEH0t(C) n 
(3.5) 
This bound is within a log3 ( n) factor of the wavelet thresholding. However, this 
performance is suboptimal for a > 1. In other words, NLM cannot exploit the C0 
smoothness of the edge contour. 
3.2.1 Proof Sketch of 3.1 
The proof has two main steps. First, we show that the risk of the pixels far from 
the edge is O(log312+3E(n)/n). Then, we show that the risk of the pixels whose b"n 
neighborhood overlaps with the edge is constant; however there are at most 0( n log n) 
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pixels of the latter kind. 
We define a set of partitions as follows. Let S = {1, 2, ... , n} x {1, 2, ... , n }. 
For a given horizon function !h(tt, t2), define St = {(i,j) I ~ > h(!) + v;on }, s2 = 
{(i,j) I h(*) < ~ < h(*) + v;on }, S3 = {(i,j) I h(*)- ~on < ~ ::; h(*)}, and 
S4 = { ( i, j) I ~ < h( *) -'16"}. We use the notation L(i,j)ESt for a double summation 
over i, j where j satisfies the constraints specified for s~.. 
Consider a point (i,j) ESt. The risk of NLM at this pixel is 
E ( .. - LWmf.Yml) 2 
Xt,J ~ ' 
L..J Wmf. 
where Xi,i = 0 since ( i, j) E St. We refer to the optimal weights chosen given 
knowledge of the real image to be the oracle weights, formally given by 




Let U = (EEm.tYmt) 2 , and let the event A= {wmt. = w:n~., 'V(m,£) E 8t U S4}.Then 
Wmt ' ' 
we have 
E(U) = E(UIA)JP(A) + E(U I Ac)JP(Ac) ::; E(U I A)JP(A) + JP(Ac), (3.7) 
where the last inequality is due to the fact that if the estimate is out of the range 
of the original signal, then it will be mapped to the closest point in the range. We 
calculate each term of the above equation separately. Defining 8t4 = St U 84 and 
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823 = 82 U 83 we have, 
I A) IP{A) 
+2 (3.10) 
X 
The last inequality is due to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. To bound lE(UIA)JP(A), 
we need to bound the two terms (3.8), (3.9) which can be found in Lemma A.3 and 
Lemma A.4, respectively. 
Using Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4 in Appendix A, we prove that 
lE(U I A)IP(A) = 0 ( ~) . (3.11) 
Finally, using Lemma A.2 and the union bound it is easy to prove that 
(3.12) 
Note that the constants in this equality are hidden in the 0 notation. Since the 
constants increase with a decrease in E, we cannot set E to 0. 
Plugging in (A.5) and (A.4) in Appendix A results in 
lE (xi._ 2:: Wm,f.Ym,f.) 2 = O (log~+3E(n)) 
'
3 "w n L...., m,f. 
V(i, j) E 81. 
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Figure 3.2 : A Simple Horizontal Edge. This image l{t2 <o.5} is used for proving various 
lower bounds. 
Now consider (i, j) E 8 2 U 83 . In this region we can bound the error by the worst 
possible risk, which is 1. We will discuss the sharpness of this bound in the next 
section where we discuss the lower bound for the risk. 
Using the bounds provided above for the risks of the pixels in 8 1 , 82 ,83 and 8 4 , 
we can now calculate the final upper bound for the risk of the NLM as 
sup R(f, jNL) 
fEHa(c) 
In order to derive the last inequality, note that since h(t1 ) E Holder 1(1), the cardi-
nality of 8 2 and 83 is 0( n log( n)). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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3.3 Minimax Lower Bound 
The upper bound in 3.1 is for a specific choice of parameters, and so it is natural 
to ask whether NLM can attain the optimal performance with some other choice of 
parameters. To answer this question, we consider the lower bound for SNLM, which 
outperforms standard NLM in general. We make the following mild assumptions: 
A1 : The window size bn -+ oo as n -+ oo. This assumption is critical to ensuring 
good performance of NLM. 
A2: The threshold is set to 0"2 + tn as explained in (??) with tn > 0. This ensures 
that if the neighborhood of pixels around pixel ( m, f) is exactly the same as the 
neighborhood around pixel ( i, j), then wme = 1 with high probability. 
A 3 : The threshold tn is set such that, if the noise-free neighborhoods are different in 
more than half of their pixels, then 1P ( Wm,f = 1) = o ( n - 1). 
We derive a lower bound for the risk of SNLM on the image displayed in Figure 
3.2. To do so, we consider the pixels just above the edge and prove that the SNLM 
algorithm has the risk 8(1) at these pixels. Since there are 8(n) of these pixels, the 
risk over the entire image is larger than e ( n - 1). 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that bn and tn satisfy A1-A4. The risk of the SNLM over 
the class H 0 (C) is 
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3.3.1 Proof Sketch of 3.2 
Suppose that the parameters of SNLM satisfy assumptions AI -- A4. To derive the 
lower bound we consider the performance of the SNLM algorithm on the simple image 
displayed in Figure 3.2. For notational simplicity we assume that n is even, and hence 
all the pixel values are either 0 or 1. The proof will follow four main steps: 
1. We consider the pixels that are just above the edge, i.e., (i, f~l), and prove that 
the risk of the NLM on these pixels is lower bounded by a constant that does 
not depend on n. 
2. Using asymptotic arguments we prove that the probability a pixel just below 
the edge passes the threshold tn > 0 is larger than p0 , where p0 is a non-zero 
probability independent of n. Based on this, we use a concentration argument 
to prove that e ( n) of the pixels just below the edge will pass- the threshold with 
high probability. This result is stated in A.2.1. 
3. Using symmetry arguments we prove that the probability a pixel that is f < 8n/2 
rows* above the edge or below the edge passes the threshold is equal. These 
results are stated and proved in Lemmas A.5 and A.6 in Appendix A 
4. Combining the outcomes of Steps 2 and 3 we show that the risk is minimized if 
all the edge pixels pass the threshold and the probability that the other pixels 
pass the threshold is as low as possible. If more zero pixels above the edge pass 
the threshold, then more pixels with original value 1 will also pass the threshold, 
and this makes the bias large. Therefore we assume that Pn,t, the probability 
that a pixel at distance f of the edge passes the threshold, is equal to zero for 
*The gth row of an image is the set of all pixels of the form (i, £). 
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f > 1. However, we have already proven that for f = 1 the probability is larger 
than Po· Theorem 3.2 uses this fact to show that the risk of the NLM estimator 
is bounded below by a constant, independent of n. 
The proof for the lower bound relies heavily on the following proposition which is 
proved in Appendix A. 
Proposition 3.1. Let j* = r~l For any pixel with coordinates of the form (i*,j*), 
there exists a non-zero constant probability p0 such that for any On and tn 
P ( ~ WmJ•-l - nPo < -t ) < M.e- ,,:',. 
Corollary 1. Consider the image displayed in Figure 3.2 and let On = O(na) for 
a< 1. For any On and tn > 0, 8(n) of the pixels in J will pass the threshold tn with 
very high probability. 
The above corollary holds in a very general setting even if the assumptions A1 
-- A4 do not hold. In other words, NLM in its most general form is not able to 
distinguish the pixels right above the edge from the pixels right below the edge. This 
is due to the fact that the "signal to noise ratio" in the <>n-neighborhood distance 
estimates is low at the edge pixels. 
To understand why NLM is suboptimal for Horizon class images, consider the 
estimation of an "edge" pixel value for the particular Horizon class image displayed 
in Figure 1. An edge pixel ( i, j) is a pixel that satisfies j = r nh( ~) l Intuitively, we 
expect that a pixel below the edge has a non-zero weight with probability o(l). We 
proved that this probability is larger than p0 , where p0 is a constant independent of n. 
Hence at least 8(n) pixels below the edge will be included in the denoised estimate. 
Since xi1· = 0, the bias will be larger than + np~ . Here np0 corresponds to the n npo npo 
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pixels below the edge that pass the threshold. Clearly the bias will be 8(1). This 
happens due to the low signal to noise ratio in the patch distances near the edge. 
Combining this with the fact that the distances are symmetric with respect to the 
edge, we see that the risk on the edge elements is constant. Finally, note that there 
are 0 ( n) edge pixels and therefore the risk over the entire image is n ( n -I). 
This lower bound is characteristic of isotropic neighborhoods used in the weight 
estimates of NLM. The lower bound is equivalent to that of wavelet thresholding 
and suboptimal given optimal rate of convergence 2.1.3 for the Horizon class. In next 




Presenting Anisotropic N onlocal Means 
Oracle inequalities are neither the beginning nor the end of a theory, but when available 
are informative tools. 
-lAIN JOHNSTONE 
We now know that the minimax risk of nonlocal means on edges compares to that 
only of wavelet thresholding. Based on insights from the previous chapter, we propose 
an anisotropic nonlocal means algorithm (ANLM) that adapts to the smoothness 
of edges and examine whether it produces minimax optimal results. The work on 
anisotropic nonlocal means presented in this chapter and the next has been adapted 
from preliminary results that will appear in [2]. Over the years many anisotropic 
denoising algorithms have been proposed. Denoising by thresholding in the transform 
domain, while using anisotropic dictionaries such as curvelets [10, 26], contourlets 
[27], bandelets [28], and shear lets [29] have been proposed. While wedgelets have 
been known to be nearly minimax optimal, they are perform poorly on textures. 
Other popular algorithms such as Perona and Malik's anisotropic diffusion [30, 31] 
and steerable kernel estimators [32, 33] have also been demonstrably superior to their 
isotropic counterparts. That anisotropic estimators are uniformly superior to isotropic 
estimators in the context of nonlocal means, however, has not yet been rigorously 
defended in the minimax sense. Our ultimate goal is to demonstrate that nonlocal 
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Figure 4.1 : Definition of an Anisotropic Neighborhood. 
methods are desirable in their anisotropic form, from both a theoretical and practical 
perspective. In this chapter, we explore some theoretical results towards this end 
by analyzing an idealized anisotropic nonlocal means algorithm with access to some 
information about the true image. A minimax upper bound on such an oracle variant 
of the algorithm that achieves minimax optimal rates, encourages the possibility of 
a minimax optimal nonlocal means algorithm in the future . Appendix B contains 
detailed lemmas and proofs. 
4.1 Anisotropic Nonlocal Means (ANLM) 
We propose an anisotropic nonlocal means algorithm that retains the form of the NLM 
as a weighted average of the image pixels. The novelty is in the 'similarity measure' it 
exploits in assigning the weights to each pixel. Here we start with the formal definition 
of the similarity measure. For notational simplicity, suppose the image is sampled 
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at {~, ~' ... , n~l} x {~, ~' ... , n~l} or equivalently the shift variables u1 = 0 and 
u2 = 0. LetS be [0, 1] x [0, 1] and§={~,~' ... , n~l} x {~, ~' ... , n~l }. Further, let 
R!,y ( ·) represent the rotation operator; when applied to a point in ( u, v) E S, ( u, v) is 
rotated by 0 degrees around the point (x, y), resulting in the transformed point (s, t). 
For a setS, we define 89 = R!,y(S) as 
(s, t) E Se =? 3(u, v) E S such that (s, t) = R:,y(u, v). 
For a given value of 0, 88 , and 8.e, the (0, 88 , 8.e)-directional neighborhood of the 
pixel Xi,j is defined as 
i~;{.,6t = I~;{.,6t n S. 0 denotes the direction of the neighborhood. 88 and 8.e (88 :::; 
8.e) represent the length and the width of the neighborhood. Figure 4.2 displays 
hypothetical neighborhoods for two different pixels. The discrete (0, 88 , 8.e)-distance 
between two pixels Yi,j and Ym,.e is defined as 
2 ( 1 """' 2 d9,tS8 ,tSt Yi,j, Ym,.e) = IPI- 1 L.....J (Yi+p,j+q- Ym+p,f.+q) ' 
(p,q) E'P\ {(0,0)} 
where p = {(p q) E Z 2 I (.!±2 t±!l.) E ji,j }. 
' n ' n 9,tSs,tSt 
Finally we consider the following estimate for pixel (i, j): 
l·_.ss,.sl = Em E.e wf,ft • .s. ( m, .e)ym.e 
'.J '""' '""' w~·~t.tS• (m I!) ' 
L..Jm LJ.e '•1 ' 
where the weights are obtained from 
w~·~t.tSs (m I!) ={ 1 
'·1 ' 0 otherwise. 
(4.1) 
This algorithm extends NLM in two ways. First, 0, 88 and 8.e are free parameters, 
while in the nonlocal means 0 = 0 and 88 = 8.e. Second, these parameters can 
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Figure 4.2 : Anisotropic Neighborhood Distance. A hypothetical selection of neigh-
borhoods at pixels (i,j) and (m,R) 
be set independently, for the different pixels in the image. Figure 4.3 compare the 
anisotropic and isotropic neighborhoods on an image with a horizontal linear edge. 
The anisotropic neighborhood has the following two advantages over the isotropic 
neighborhood: 
- Consider the two pixels {Yi,)a I Ja = I nh( ~) l} and {Yi,jb I Jb = L nh( ~) J}. 
Figure 4.3 compares the isotropic neighborhood of these two pints with the 
anisotropic neighborhoods. We assume that the anisotropic neighborhoods are 
aligned with and elongated in the direction of the edge and they cover the same 
number of pixels as the isotropic neighborhoods. It is clear from the figure that 
the anisotropic neighborhoods have larger portion of the edge compared with 
isotropic neighborhood. Therefore, the probability that (i, jb) contributes in 
estimating the pixel relative to (i, Ja) is much lower in ANLM, as opposed to 
NLM where this probability of contribution was more similar. 
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Figure 4.3 : Comparison of Isotropic and Anisotropic Neighborhoods. 
- As we show in the theoretical analysis, if image neighborhood does not intersect 
with the edge, both NLM and ANLM estimate the pixels accurately. However, 
when anisotropic neighborhoods intersect with the edge, the number of such pix-
els available for estimation purposes from the correct side of the edge increases. 
This reduces bias and enables ANLM to provide a higher rate of convergence 
over NLM. 
4.1.1 Empirical Validation of the Benefits of Anisotropy 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates that the alignment between the patch and the edge has an 
impact on the performance. In this example, we have edge with a slope of 135°. 
We perform anisotropic NLM on a noisy image with a fixed anisotropic patch. The 
performance of the algorithm is the worst when we use an patch that is orthogonal to 
the edge, and the best when the patch and the edge are well aligned. The difference in 
angle results in a change in performance of more 1 dB, and empirically motivates the 
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PSNR: 28.0726 dB. PSNR: 2B.3183 dB. 
PSNR: 29.2700 dB. PSNR: 28.3221 dB 
Figure 4.4 : Benefits of Anisotropic Neighborhoods. 
need for an algorithm that uses an anisotropic patch of the appropriate orientation, 
specified by the image geometry. NLM with isotropic neighborhoods outperforms the 
worst case anisotropic scenario, where the neighborhood is orthogonal to the edge. 
It however does not perform as well as a well aligned anisotropic neighborhood. We 
define the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) in terms of the mean squared error 
(MSE), given by 10log10 (M1E) on an image where the pixel intensities have been 
normalized to the unit interval. 
4.2 Oracle ANLM (OANLM) 
We construct an oracle algorithm that employs the information about the derivative 
of the edge contour, h'(t1), in setting the direction of the patches. Let r 1 = { (tl? t 2 ) : 
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t1 = 1} represent a column of S. Define (}'Y as the angle between the tangent to this 
contour curve, h, and the horizontal line at t 1 = 1· The oracle anisotropic nonlo-
cal means is defined as the directional nonlocal means algorithm with the following 
parameter setting: 
- Quadratic scaling: Instead of using square neighborhoods around the points in 
the image, we consider rectangular neighborhoods of size 88 x 81.. The scaling of 
88 and 8t depends on the smoothness of the edge. Since we are mainly interested 
in 1l2 (C) we use the quadratic scaling 88 = n-413 log413 nand 8t = n-213 log213 n. 
This scaling is called quadratic since 88 = 8'f. Similar scaling has been used in 
curvelets and contourlets in a different context. 
- Aligned neighborhood: In order to obtain the estimate A;, we set the direction 
of the neighborhood to (}i/n, i.e., the neighborhood is aligned with the edge. 
According to this construction, the neighborhood of all the pixels located on 
ri/n are aligned. 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the optimal neighborhood selection according to OANLM. 
The following Theorem proved in Chapter B shows that the risk of this algorithm is 
within a log factor of the minimax rate for a subset of the Horizon class of images, 
which we denote by itJ(C). 
Theorem 4.1. Let 88 = n-213 log2/ 3 n and 8t = n-413 log413 n in the OANLM algo-
rithm. Also suppose that the algorithm can use the information h'(t1) and sets(} such 
that tan(O) = h'(i/n). Then the risk of this algorithm satisfies 
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Figure 4.5 : Anisotropic Neighborhoods in the OANLM algorithm. The possible 
shapes and orientations at at a given point in the image. 
4.2.1 Proof Sketch of Theorem 4.1 
- - t::,. -First, we introduce some notation. For a set A c S, we define A = An S and 
A 6 {(i ,j ) I (i/n,jfn) E A}. Define the following partitions of S: 
sl ~ {(x,y) I y > h(x) + (1 + C/2)5s}, 
S2 ~ { (x, y) I h(x)- (1 + C /2)58 ~ y ~ h(x) + (1 + C /2)58 } , 
S3 ~ {(x,y)ly<h(x)-(1+C/2)5s}· 
It is important to note that if ( i, j) E S1 and tan( B) = h' ( i), then J~·~ 8 does not n , s, l 
overlap with the edge contour. In other words, the correctly aligned neighborhood of 
(i, j) is always above the edge. The pixels in S3 also satisfy a similar property. This 







Figure 4.6 : Regions Pr, P2, P3, P4. as = (1 + C /2)88 and <:X£ = 28£ - 88 • Every 
neighborhood of (i, j) E P 1 will lie completely above the edge contour. However, 
some of the neighborhoods of pixels ( i, j) E P 2 may intersect the edge. A similar 
property holds for regions P3 and P4 . 
We further partition S1 into F1 and F2 and S3 into F3 and F4 such that 
P1 A { (tl, t2) I h(tl) + (1 + C /2)88 ~ t2 ~ h(tl) + 28£ + C /288 }, 
P2 A { (tr, t2) I h(tl) + 28£ + C /288 ~ t2}, 
P3 A { (t1, t2) I h(tl) - (1 + C /2)88 2:: t2 2:: h(tl) - 28£- C /288 }, 
P4 A {(t1, t2) I t2:::; h(t1)- 28e- C/28s}, 
Any neighborhood of pixel ( i, j) E P1 will lie completely above the edge contour. 
However, some of the neighborhoods of the pixels ( i, j) E P2 may intersect with the 
edge. Similarly, this is also true for neighborhoods of pixels (i, j in P3 and P4 . Figure 
B.2 displays these regions. 
Since the model has random shifts in the pixel locations, u 1 , u 2 , we have to consider 
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the following partitions as well. Define A2 6 {(x, y) E 8 I 3(ut, u2 ) E [0, 1/n] x 
[0, 1/n] s.t. (x + Ut, Y + u2) E S2}. At 6 8t \A2 and A3 6 83 \A2. Also define 
AP2 6 {(x, y) E P2 I 3(ut, u2) E [0, 1/n] x [0, 1/n] s.t. (x + Ut, y + u2) E S2}. 
APt= Pt \AP2. Similarly we define AP3 and AP4 • 
We define the oracle weights w:n,£ as 
if Xm,£ = Xi,j, (4.2) 
otherwise. 
Also define the event e = {wm.£ = w:n,b V(m,R.) E APt U AP4}. The risk of the 
OANLM algorithm at ( i, j) pixel is then given by 
ID ( .. _ L: Wm,£Ym,£) 
JCJ x~.1 ""' . 
L.J Wm,£ 
We need to consider two different distinct cases for pixel (i,j). For each case we 
calculate the risk and we will then combine the results to obtain an upper bound for 
the risk of oracle-ANLM. 
Case I-- (i,j) EAt: We know that if the anisotropic neighborhood of (i,j), I~1 .. c5t' 
is correctly aligned with the edge contour, i.e., tan(O) = h'(i/n), then it does not 
intersect with the edge contour. To calculate the ANLM estimate we should first 
calculate the weights Wm,£· Using Lemmas B.2, B.3 and B.4, we can show that the 
risk is O(n-413 ). Case II-- (i,j) E A2 : In this case the random shift is also playing 
role. If (ut,u2) is such that (i/n+ut,j/n+u2) E 82, then the risk is bounded by 1. 
If (ut,u2) is such that (i/n + Ut,jfn + u2) E 8t, then the risk is O(n-413 ) and the 
proof is similar to the case where (i,j) EAt. 
Set n = {(ut, u2) E [0, 1/n] X [0, 1/n] I (i/n + Ut,jjn + u2) E 82}· The risk of Pixel 
(i,j) is 
Finally 
lE(U) - lE(U I (ub u2) E n)JP(n) + lE(U I (ul, u2) E nc)JP(nc) 
< n-1/3log2/3(n) +n-4/3 = O(n-1/3log2/3(n)). 
Rn(f, ]) 
The last step is the result of Case I and Case II. 
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(4.3) 
Theorem 4.1 is based on a strong oracle assumption that the edge direction is 
exactly known. Needless to say, such information is not available in practical appli-
cations. Hence, we also consider a weaker notion of the oracle. Consider an image 
!h ( t1, t 2 ) E H 0 (C) and let 07 be the exact oracle direction at t1 = "(. Suppose that 
the ANLM algorithm has access to an estimate 07 of () that satisfies 
(4.4) 
The exact edge direction that was assumed to available to the OANLM algorithm 
corresponds to a = oo in this model. However, the smaller values of a correspond 
to the more realistic estimates of the edge orientation. We consider a to be a free 
parameter. Since we can expect an error in the estimated direction in practice, 
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~8 = n-2/ 3 log2/ 3 n and ~t = n-413 1og413 n are not necessarily optimal. Consider the 
extreme case where the edge direction estimator is just a random guess and the error 
could be as large as 1r /2. In this case, isotropic neighborhoods would be preferable 
to anisotropic ones. The following theorem characterizes the performance of the 
OANLM algorithm that uses 0. 
Theorem 4.2. Consider the OANLM algorithm that uses the direction {J'Y satisfying 
(4.4). Set the neighborhood sizes to ~t = min(n-213 log213 n, n-Haf2 1ogn) and ~8 = 
log2 n/(n2~t)· The risk of the estimator satisfies 
where Poly(log n) is a polynomial of degree at most 2 in terms of log n. 
If the edge estimate is exact, then the result simplifies to the result of Theorem 
4.1. We can now confirm that OANLM algorithm achieves the optimal rate even 
if there is an error in {J of order 0( uf3) with f3 > 2/3. The proof of this algorithm 
closely follows that of Theorem 4.1 after redefining the partitions to account for the 
mismatch in fJ and can be found in Appendix B. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate that under a discrete image model and oracle infor-
mation of the edge orientation, an anisotropic nonlocal means algorithm can achieve 
minimax optimality for a restricted set of Horizon images. In the next chapter, we 
will demonstrate that an anisotropic implementation of nonlocal means, influenced by 
the oracle algorithm presented in this chapter, can show superior denoising results in 
terms of PSNR. It remains for future work to demonstrate that a practical algorithm 
without access to the oracle can still meet minimax optimal bounds. An extension of 
these results to the continuous image model will be attempted in the future. 
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Chapter 5 
Performance of Anisotropic N onlocal Means 
It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, 
it doesn't matter how smart you are. 
If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong. 
-RICHARD FEYNMAN 
In order for nonlocal means to achieve minimax optimality, the algorithm needs an 
alternative distance metric capable of discriminating neighborhoods of pixels above 
and below the edge. In this chapter we propose a practical implementation of ANLM, 
we substitute the oracle through the use of gradient estimates of the edge orientation. 
We will demonstrate that through a simple anisotropic implementation, that ANLM 
is empirically superior to NLM in terms of PSNR values for both synthetic and real 
test images. 
5.1 Analyzing ANLM via Effective Kernels 
The effective kernel, given by 
K .. _ Wij 
~J-
"' W·· L..Jsij ~J 
is the operator used to average pixels in the region Sij to give us the estimate at (i,j). 
We have found that weights Wij used by the proposed anisotropic distance metric in 
a restricted neighborhood Sii around pixel ( i, j) behave as expected. 
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(a) Normal Edge (b) Optimal Bias: ANLM (c) Optimal Bias: NLM 
(d) Low Bias: ANLM (e) Low Bias: NLM 
Figure 5.1 : Effective Kernel Weights of ANLM and NLM. 
The more closely the effective kernel resembles an actual edge, the lower the bias 
of the estimator. So long as the thresholding of the weights is not forced to favor 
extremely low bias performance i.e. much below 2a2 + tn, we see that ANLM favors 
asymmetric weighting of pixels above and below the edge while NLM favors them 
both equally in Figure 5.1. However when the bandwidth of the weights is set to favor 
extremely low bias, pixels along the edge are not included in the averaging, therefore 
neither ANLM and NLM effectively denoise the image. The effective kernels thus 
demonstrate how the averaging operations of ANLM and NLM differ functionally 
in their choice of weights, with ANLM effectively reaching a superior bias-variance 
tradeoff. 
Our anisotropic algorithm and implementation differ from other anisotropic vari-
ants that have been proposed. This can be understood in terms of the effective kernels 
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shown in Figure 5.1. For instance, Kervrann, et. al [31] adaptively consider isotropic 
neighborhood sizes in NLM depending on how smoothly the image varies using larger 
neighborhoods for rapidly changing image features. In [32], the authors introduced 
an anisotropic algorithm that uses the gradient information to increase the weights 
of the NLM along the edge and make them smaller across the edges. The modifi-
cations in both these methods are akin to modifying the threshold parameter tn to 
make NLM assign higher weights to edge like neighborhoods and lower weights to 
non-edge neighborhoods, as evidenced by the effective kernels in the low bias case in 
the figure. However, this does not reduce the problem of constant bias, that makes 
NLM sub-optimal. It also results in an increase in variance along the edge, since the 
number of pixels that are not thresholded away is much fewer. 
5.2 Gradient based Anisotropic Nonlocal Means (GANLM) 
A practical ANLM algorithm needs to meet two criteria in addition to the theoretical 
requirements of the oracle in Theorem 4.2 to perform well on natural images- it needs 
to effectively replace oracle to determine direction of edges and the performance of the 
algorithm should be robust to errors in estimate of orientation. We propose an ANLM 
algorithm that mirrors NLM in its computational complexity by using gradients to 
approximate the tangent to the edge that was previously provided by the oracle. 
In smooth regions where neighborhoods do not intersect with edges, the anisotropic 
distance can revert to its isotropic form. 
The gradient based ANLM (GANLM) comes in two flavors. We demonstrate the 
efficacy of the gradient approach by estimating the gradients on the original image, 
so that the gradient estimates are accurate. We call this the oracle GANLM. We 
also show that an empirical GANLM that estimates the gradients on a noisy image, 
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wherein these gradient estimates have been obtained from a pilot estimate of the 
image using NLM, is competitive with the oracle GANLM. 
There is a rich literature on robust image gradient estimation [33-35]. To allay 
any concerns that gradient-based adaptivity is not robust to noise and errors, we 
recall Theorem 4.2, which establishes the robustness of OANLM to edge angle esti-
mation error. For extremely noisy images, numerous heuristics are possible, including 
estimating the image gradients for GANLM from an isotropic NLM pilot estimate. 
Algorithm 1 GANLM: Choosing the best angle 
9t1 : Image gradient in t1 direction 
9t2 : Image gradient in t2 direction 
..\: Threshold that determines selection of anisotropic patch. 
For every pixel (i,j) E I 
9i,i = V Yl1 (i, j) + Yl2 (i, j) 
()··-t -1(9tl(i,j)) ~.1 - an ( .. ) 9t2 'l,J 
if 9i,i ~ ..\ then · 
Perform NLM at pixel (i,j) with dotl'ot2 ,9 
else 
Perform NLM at pixel ( i, j) with do 
end if 
5.2.1 Orientation Selection 
Consider a ce function f which corresponds to the edge in a Horizon image. fti, ft 2 
are tangents to the curve f along the two dimensions t1 and t2. The orientation 
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of the tangent to the curve f at a given point would be given by tan -I ( & ) . This 
/t2 
intuitively suggests that in the absence of noise for a perfect C 2 edge, the ratio of 
the horizontal and vertical gradients can be used as shown in the pseudocode, to 
determine the orientation of the edge at any point. Therefore, if 9t1 ( i, j) and 9t2 ( i, j) 
are the estimated image derivatives at pixel (i,j), then we can estimate the local 
orientation of an edge by {} ( i, j) = tan - 1 ( Yt1 ((~·~))) • 
9t2 t,J 
5.2.2 Quadratic Scaling 
While anisotropic patches improve performance on edges, they may have an unpre-
dictable affect on textures in an image. It is therefore preferable as a control, that 
the anisotropic algorithm revert to using isotropic patches on non-edge content. We 
empirically demonstrate that the image gradient enables us to make such a distinc-
tion with sufficient accuracy. We choose an anisotropic mask with a fixed quadratic 
scaling in regions with a large image gradient. Smooth regions or textures give rise to 
either a non-existent or marginally low image gradient and in such regions, isotropic 
patches are selected. 
5.3 Robustness of GANLM 
We can see by the performance of the oracle in Figure 5.2 that perfect gradients 
differentiate edges from the non-edges accurately. While the gradient information 
from noisy images is not perfect, it definitely mimics the oracle reliably with some false 
positives i.e. some patches that are not-edges that receive anisotropic neighborhoods. 
Figures 5.2c show the distribution between the isotropic 7x7 patches and anisotropic 
2 x 7 patches. The histogram of orientations chosen for the anisotropic neighborhoods, 




(a) Oracle GANLM (b) Empirical GANLM 
u.,, 
(c) Histogram of Isotropic and Anisotropic Angles 
(d) Histogram of Isotropic ah = 7 and Anisotropic ah = 2 
Isotropic and Anisotropic Patch Selection in Oracle and Empirical 
of the orientations of the false positive anisotropic neighborhoods. However, Fig 5.3 
demonstrates that while the oracle and empirical algorithms do not use identical 




Figure 5.3 : Gradient Estimation of Edge Orientation for Angles () = oo, 120°, 135°. 
5.4 Denoising Performance 
Table 5.1 also summarizes the performance of the algorithms introduced in this paper 
with that of NLM on the natural test images Barbara [36], Boats [37], and Wet Paint 
[38] and synthetic images at two different noise levels. The performance of the an 
empirical GANLM algorithm is very close to the oracle GANLM algorithm.Since 
the oracle GANLM perfectly chooses anisotropic behavior only on edges and not 
on other image content, it ensures that the gains in PSNR are solely attributable to 
improvement on edges. The performance on the synthetic horizon images in Table 5.1, 
we can therefore attribute the 4 dB gains by GANLM over NLM due to improved 
performance on edges. We have now established that the orientation of the edge, 
previously provided by an oracle can be well approximated in practice using gradients. 
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Noise NLM Oracle GANLM Empirical GANLM 
Figure 5.4: GANLM Results on a Horizon image with O" = .25 
Test Image Algorithm (j = .25 (j = .15 
NLM 30.0881 34.4325 
Oracle GANLM 34.0071 37.9688 
Horizon Class 
Empirical GANLM 33.4767 37.9533 
NLM 30.4177 34.8934 
Oracle GANLM 34.4787 39.0347 
Simple Edge 
Empirical GANLM 34.2852 39.0021 
NLM 22.4784 25.8609 
Oracle GANLM 23.5067 26.6302 
Barbara (36] 
Empirical GANLM 23.5002 26.6046 
NLM 27.6611 30.4863 
Oracle GANLM 29.0206 31.1809 
Wet Paint (38] 
Empirical GANLM 28.8615 31.0646 
NLM 22.7458 25.8755 
Oracle GANLM 23.8834 26.4898 
Boats (37] 
Empirical GANLM 23.7525 26.3746 
Table 5.1 : Performance of Gradient Anisotropic NLM Algorithms on Test Images 
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Discussion 
Finding the question is often more important than finding the answer. 
-JOHN W. TUKEY 
We have theoretically confirmed that nonlocal means is competitive with wavelet 
thresholding with an asymptotic minimax rate of O(n-1). FUrthermore, we have 
shown that an anisotropic NLM algorithm can compete with transform shrinkage 
based methods to achieve the rate of O(n-413 ), under some ideal conditions such as 
precise knowledge of edge orientations and for a limited range of images in the Horizon 
class. In the near future, we hope to extend this work with stronger theoretical results 
on ANLM algorithms as well as efficient and practical alternatives to using gradients 
as an explicit substitute for oracle information. 
NLM has been successfully used in the medical imaging community [39-41]. How-
ever, Poisson noise is the relevant noise model for estimation problems in medical 
imaging. Since the analysis of NLM and ANLM under the standard additive white 
Gaussian noise model has been promising, we believe avenue for further research 
would be to extend the analysis of these algorithms to other noise models. 
The existence of a minimax optimal NLM algorithms leads us to hope that ex-
emplar methods might be sound alternative to shrinkage methods in the context of 
image estimation. Thus, one important avenue of future research is to extend theo-
retical analysis of nonlocal means to other image content, such as periodic textures 
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and smooth image regions. This would establish the capacity of exemplar methods 
to adapt to all image content and therefore its universal value. 
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Appendix A 
Proofs for Chapter 3 
A.l Proof of Theorem 3.1 
We repeat some results and figures from Chapter 3 in this Appendix for the sake of 
clarity. Briefly recall the notation we defined in Chapter 3. We divided the image 
8 into a set of partitions 8b 82 and 83 where 8 = {1, 2, ... 'n} X {1, 2, ... 'n }. For 
a given horizon function A(t1, t2), define 81 = {(i, i) 1 ~ > h(~) + v'!8n }, 82 = 
{(i,j) 1 h(~) < ~ ::; h(*) + v'!.sn }, 83 = {(i,j) 1 h(~)- v'!.sn < ~ ::; h(~)}, and 
84 = {(i,j) I ~ < h(~)- f!8n }. 
The NLM risk at a pixel ( i, j) E 81 is given by 
E ( .. - LWmtYmt) 2 
x,,J ""' ' L..JWmt 
where xi,j = 0 since ( i, j) E 81• Also recall that we defined oracle weights given 
knowledge of the true image as follows, 
w~. ={ 1 t,J 
0 
if j_ > h(i) 
n n ' (A.1) 
otherwise. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires the following lemmas. 
A.l.l Proof of Lemmas A.l and A.2 
Lemma A.l. Let Z rv N(O, u2). For .X< 2!2 , we have 
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Proof. The proof is a simple integral calculation: 
1E( e>.z2) = _1_1oo e<>.-~ )z2 dZ = 1 
u-/2i -co u J -ft - 2).. 
0 
Lemma A.2. Let Z1, Z2, ... , Zn be iid N(O, 1) random variables. The x~ random 
variable defined as E~=1 Zf concentrates around its mean with high probability, i.e., 
p ( ~ ~Zf-1 > t) ,;:; e-'l(t-ln(I+t)), 
p ( ~ ~ Zi - 1 < -t) ,;:; e-'l(t+ln(H)). 
Proof. Here we prove just the first claim; the proof of the second claim follows along 
very similar lines. From Markov's Inequality, we have 
P ( ( ~ ~?l) -1 > t) < e->HE (e!E~.,z1) 
= e->.t->. (1E (e~))n = e->.t->. n. 
(1- ~)2 (A.2) 
The last inequality follows from Lemma A.l. The upper bound proved above holds 
for any)..< ~· To obtain the lowest upper bound we minimize ( e-.>.t-).>. over>... The 
1- 2.>. "7 
n 
optimal value of).. is)..*= argmin>. (;=;).>.~ = 2(;~1). Plugging)..* into (B.3) proves 
the result. 0 
A.1.2 Proof of Lemmas A.3 and A.4 
Lemma A.3. Let Wm,.e be the weights of NLM with On= log~+En and tn = ~ 
log n 
for € > 0. Also, let w-:n .e be the oracle weights introduced in (B.4). Then 
' 
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Figure A.l : The 8n-neighborhood of pixel (ia, ja) E S4 does not intersect the edge, 
while the 8n-neighborhood of pixel ( ib, jb) E S3 intersects the edge. 
Proof. Define S1 as the set of indices of the pixels whose noise-free value is neither 
zero nor one. Since the images are chosen from the Horizon class, the cardinality of 
this set is at most 2n. Plugging in the values of Xm,£, we have 
where Inequality (b) is due to the fact that the expression after Equality (a) is an 
increasing function of L(m,£)ES3 \St Wm£ and a decreasing function of L(m,£)ES2 \St Wm£· 
Therefore, we set Wm,£ = 1 for (m, .e) E s3 and Wm,£ = 0 for (m, .e) E S2. 0 
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Lemma A.4. Let Wm,f. be the weights of NLM with On = log!+€ n and tn = ~ 
log"2 n 
for E > 0. Also, let w~ f. be the oracle weights introduced in (B.4). Then we have 
' 
Proof Since E(m,£)es23 Wm,£ > 0 and we are interested in the upper bound of the risk, 
we can remove it from the denominator to obtain 
(A.3) 
Since L:E,t)es14 w;;.,!zm,t is the average of iid random variables, it is not hard to prove 
(m,i)ES14 wm,l 
that E (L(m,i)ESJ4 w;;.,!zm,l) 2 = o(u:). To bound the other two terms in (B.7) we use 
L(n>,l)ESt4 wm,l n 
the notation defined in the last section: c~,f. = {( i, j) : li- ml < D., li -£1 < D.} n s. 
We also define E(. I c~.£) as the conditional expectation given the variables in c~,£· 
We then have 
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C~":)) t,] 
For the last inequality we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality to prove that 
E(wm,£Zm,£Wm',£'Zm',£') :::; 3a2. The last term we have to bound in (B.7) is 
< 0 (~2). 
This proves the lemma. 0 
Using Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4 in (B.6) proves that 
E(UIA)lP(A) = 0 (~~). (A.4) 
Finally, using Lemma A.2 and the union bound it is easy to show that 
(A.5) 
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2 
A.2.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1 
Proposition. Let j* = r~ l· For any pixel with coordinates of the form ( i*, j*), there 
exists a non-zero constant probability p0 such that for any 8n and tn 
Proof For notational simplicity we use i = i* and j = j* in the proof. We have 
where s.e,m = Zm+f.,j-l+p· According to the Berry-Esseen Central Limit Theorem for 
independent non-identically distributed random variables [42], we know that 
where G is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and bounded standard devi-
ation. In fact, it is not difficult to confirm that 
Since lP(G::; -1) ~ 2p0 (2p0 is P(G' ::; -1) where G' "'N(O, 2o.4)) is non-zero, for 
large values ofn we can ensure that C/n <Po and therefore that lP(~JYi,j,Ym,j-1)::; 
CJ2 + tn) > p0 • We now prove that even though the weights are correlated, 8(n) of 
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the weights will be equal to 1 with very high probability. Define ui as wi,j-l and 
define the process u = (ub ... 'Un)· Break this sequence into 2<5n subsequences ui = 
(ui, ui+26n' ui+46nl ... 'Un-26n+i)· Each ui has independent and identically distributed 
elements. Therefore, according to the Hoeffding Inequality, we have 1P(I EujEUi ui-
2~n E(ui)l > t) ::; 2e -t!c5n. On the other hand we know that E(ui) > p0. Therefore, 
-t26n 
::; 2e n • 
Finally we use the union bound to obtain 
1P (LUi - npo ::; -t) ::; 1P (~ L Uj - 2~n Po ::; -t) 
I UjEUl 
< 1P (ui{w: L Uj- 2~nPo::; - 2~n}) < 48ne- 4!~n. 
UjEUi 
D 
Define the set J = {(i,j) I j = Lih(~)j}. It is clear that IJI = n. The following 
Corollary to Proposition A.2.1 shows that NLM sets the weights of most of the pixels 
in J to 1. 
Corollary. Consider the image displayed in Figure 3.2, and let <>n = O(n°) for a< 1. 
For any <>n and tn > 0, 8(n) of the pixels in J will pass the threshold tn with very 
high probability. 
Proof Set t = n2¥ in Proposition A.2.1. D 
A.2.2 Proof of Lemmas A.5 and A.6 
Lemma A.5. If lm- i*l > <>n/2 and lm'- i*l > <>n/2, then 
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for any .e, m, m'. 
The proof of this lemma is obvious and is skipped here. 
Lemma A.6. For .e < 8n/2, 
JP(~JYi•,j•,Ym,j•-£):::; f72 +tn) = JP(~JYi•,j•,Ym,j•+£):::; f72 +tn)· 
The proof of this lemma is also obvious from symmetry and is skipped here. This 
concludes the lemmas necessary for the Theorem 3.2 in Chapter 3, which provides a 
lower bound for the risk of SNLM. 
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Appendix B 
Proofs for Chapter 4 
B.l Proof of Theorem 4.1 
We first introduce some notation. For a set A C 8, we define A A An 8 and 
A A {(i,j) I (ijn,jfn) E A}. Define the following partitions of 8: 
- A 81 - {(x,y)ly>h(x)+(1+C/2)8s}, 
- A 82 - {(x,y) I h(x)- (1 + C/2)88 ~ y ~ h(x) + (1 + C/2)88 }, 
- A 83 - {(x,y) I y < h(x)- (1 + C/2)88 }. 
It is important to note that if (i,j) E S1 and tan(B) = h'(~), then I~:{.,6t does not 
overlap with the edge contour. In other words, the correctly aligned neighborhood of 
( i, j) is always above the edge. The pixels in 8 3 also satisfy a similar property. This 
is clarified in Figure B.l. 
We further partition 81 into P1 and P2 and 83 into P3 and P4 such that 
H A {(t1, t2) I h(t1) + (1 + C /2)88 ~ t2 ~ h(t1) + 28t + C /28s}, 
P2 A {(t1, t2) I h(t1) + 28t + Cj28s ~ t2}, 
P3 A {(t1, t2) I h(t1) - (1 + C /2)88 ~ t2 ~ h(t1) - 28t- C /28s}, 
Any neighborhood of pixel (i, j) E P1 will lie completely above the edge contour. 
However, some of the neighborhoods of the pixels ( i, j) E P2 may intersect with 
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Figure B.1 : Regions 8r, 8 2 and 83 . The neighborhood of (i,j) E 83 is aligned with 
the edge function, while the neighborhood of (m, P) is incorrectly aligned and may 
therefore intersect with the edge. Neighborhoods of pixels in 8 2 may overlap with the 
edge even when correctly aligned. 
the edge. Similarly, this is also true for neighborhoods of pixels (i, j in P3 and P4 • 
Figure B.2 displays these regions. Since the model has random shifts in the pixel 
locations, u 1 , u 2 , we have to consider the following partitions as well. Define A2 tJ. 
{(x,y) E 8 j3(ul,u2) E [0, 1/n] x [0, 1/n] s.t. (x+u1,y+u2) E S2}. A1 tJ. S1\A2 and 
A 3 tJ. 83\A2. Also define AP2 tJ. {(x,y) E P2 I 3(u1,u2) E [0, 1/n] x [0, 1/n] s.t. (x + 
u1, y + u2) E S2}. AP1 = P1 \AP2. Similarly we define AP3 and AP4. 
The following lemma is repeated from Appendix A for convenience. 
Lemma B.l. Let Z1 , Z2 , ... , Zn be iid N(O, 1) random variables. The x; random 
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neighborhood of (i, j) E P 1 will lie completely above the edge contour. However, some 
of the neighborhoods of pixels ( i, j) E P 2 may intersect the edge. A similar property 
holds for regions P3 and P4 . 
variable defined as .2:.::~ 1 Zl concentrates around its mean with high probability, i.e., 
JP ( ~ ~ Zf- 1 > t) :S e-'j(t-In(Ht)) , 
JP ( ~ ~ z; - 1 < -t) :S e-'j(t+In(l-t)). 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
Proof Here we prove (B.l); the proof of (B.2) follows along very similar lines. From 
Markov's Inequality, we have 
e-At- A 
(1-~)% . (B.3) 
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The last inequality follows from Lemma A.1 in Appendix A. The upper bound in B.3 
holds for any >. < !!2 • To obtain the lowest upper bound we minimize e->-t->.'4 over (1-';;) 
>.. The optimal value of >. is >. * = arg min.x ( :=~-)>-'4 = 2(;~1). Plugging >. * into (B.3) 
proves the result. D 
B.l.l Proof of Lemma B.2 
Lemma B.2. Let Dt = 2n-213 1og213 (n), 88 = 4n-413 1og413 (n), and tn = J::n. Then, 
for (m,f) E AP1, 1P(wm,i = 0) = 0(1/n4 ) and for (m,f) E AP4 , 1P(wm,t = 1) = 
0(1/n4 ). 
The proof is completed by plugging in the number of pixels and tn in Lemma B.l. 
Recall that the oracle weights are defined as w-:n t as 
' 
{ 1 * -wm,i- 0 
if Xm,i = Xi,j, 
otherwise. 
(B.4) 
Also define the event£= { Wm,i = w-:n,il V(m, f) E AP1 UAP4}. The risk of the NLM 
algorithm at ( i, j) pixel is then given by 
Let U 6 L:wm,tYm,t. We have 
L:wm,l 
E ( .. _ L:wm,tYm,i) x,,, """ . 
L..J Wm,i 
E(U) = E(U I £)1?(£) + E(U I £C)JP(£C) ~ E(U I £)1P(£) + 1P(£C). (B.5) 
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Using the union bound and Lemma B.2 it is straightforward to show that 1P(£c) = 
0(1/n2). Define B = S\(AP1 U AP4) and AP14 /),. AP1 U AP4. We now calculate 
each term of (B.5) separately: 
E(U I £)1P(£) 
- E ( (L:(m,l)EAP14 w:n,tY:,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,lYm,l) 2 £) JP(£) 
L:(m,l)EAP14 Wm,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,l 
< E (L:(m,l)EAP14 w:n,tY:,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,lYm,l) 2 
L:(m,l)EAP14 Wm,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,l 
< E (L:(m,l)EAP14 w:n,lx:,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,lXm,l) 2 
L:(m,l)EAP14 Wm,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,l 
+ E (L:(m,l)EAP14 w:n,lz:,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,lZm,l) 2 
L:(m,l)EAP14 Wm,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,t 
+2 
X 
B.1.2 Proof of Lemmas B.3 and B.4 
(B.6) 
Lemma B.3. Let Wm,l be the weights of oracle ANLM with 8t = 2n-213 log213 (n), 
88 = 2n-413 log413(n), and tn = v'~u2 • Also, let w:nl be the oracle weights introduced ogn , 
in (B.4). Then 
E (L:(m,l)e'AP14 w:n,lx:,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,lXm,l) 2 = O (lo~~;) . 
L:(m,l)EAP14 Wm,l + L:(m,l)EB Wm,l n 
Proof Define B1 and B2 as the set of indices in B for which Xm,l = 1 and Xm,l = 0 
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respectively. Then we have 
where (b) follows from the fact that the expression on the RHS of (a) is an increasing 
function of L:(m,£)EB1 Wm£ and a decreasing function of L:(m,£)EB2 Wm£. Therefore, we 
set Wm,£ = 1 for ( m, f) E B 1 and Wm,£ = 0 for ( m, £) E B2. Finally it is important to 
note that IB1 1 = O(n413 log213 n), which completes the proof, 0 
Lemma B.4. Let Wm,£ be the weights of oracle ANLM with 8£ = 2n-213 log213 (n), 
8 8 = 4n - 413 log413 ( n), and tn = v'~~; n. Also, let w~,£ be the oracle weights introduced 
in (B.4). Then 
Proof. Since L:(m,£)ES23 Wm,£ 2: 0 and we are interested in the upper bound of the risk, 
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It is simple to confirm that 
( )
2 
w* z 2 1E Ecm,l)EAP14 m,l m,l = O(~ ). 
""" - w* n2 L....(m,l)EAP14 m,l 
(B.8) 
Also we define 1E( · I A) as the conditional expectation given the variables in A. We 
have 
(B.9) 
For the last step we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to prove that 
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By using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we prove that the last term in (B. 7) is also 
bounded by 0 (:2)· Finally combining (B.8) and (B.9) completes the proof of Lemma 
A.4. o 
B.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2 
We redefine Si and Pi for this proof. In fact, since there is mismatch between the 
orientation of the neighborhood and the edge contour, the neighborhood of S1 may 
intersect with the edge. In order to fix this, we define the new regions called Sf and 
P['. If the error in() is upper bounded by en-a, then define 
Sf= {(h, t2)lt2 > h(ti) + Can-aJ£ + Os + C/2Ji}, 
S~ = {(t1, t2)lt2 < h(t1)- Can-aJ£- 08 - C /2Ji}, 
and S~ = S\(Sf U S!f). Furthermore, define P1 = P1, P:t = P2, P2 = Sf\Pf, and 
P3 = Sf\P:t. Using the new partitions instead of the previous partitions the proof is 
exactly the same as the proof of Theorem ?? , and therefore we do not repeat it here. 
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